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This paper presents a method to model and simulate Hybrid dynamics Systems in order to validate
their supervision model  The qualitative aspects are
modelled by Petri nets and the quantitative aspects dealing with activities durations by differential-algebraic
equations. These two modelling tools are integrated into Mixed Petri nets, which encapsulate the structuration
power of Petri nets and the continuous description power of differential-algebraic equations. It is then applied to
two simple exemples to illustrate the concepts defined in the paper.
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1 Introduction



We propose a generic method to model and
simulate supervised hybrid dynamic systems in order
to validate the supervision model in closed loop with
the process model.

2 Modelling

Definition 2: CP is the continuous part of the model,
CP = {Var, ADE}:

Definition 3: HI is the model Hybrid Interface. It
models the continuous to discrete or discrete to
continuous interactions.
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*  pi  P, (pi) = '(pi) + Pre(pi,tj) - Post(pi,tj),

Post(pi,tj) are added to output places.

  

Definition 8:  pi  P / ( (pi) = 1)  (EADPi  ),
 a  R and  tj  pi  / TCj( a) = 1. Algebro-

differential equation integration is stopped at t = a

and transition tj validation is evaluated.

3 Exemples
To illustrate this modelling methode, the exemple
presented figure 1 is explained into details. It is made
of two tanks, which levels x1 and x2 are continuously
observable. The two control actions available are
opening or closing ON/OFF valve V0. The goal is to
control level in tank 2 such as x2refmin  x2 
x2refmax, behavioral constraints on the tanks being
respected: x1min  x1  x1max and x2min  x2 
x2max.

Flow rate Q0  into input valve V0 is such as Q0 =
q0*u.
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Fig. 1: two cylinder tanks process

Algebro-differential equations of this system are the
following:
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The discrete part is made of only one net,
therefore, there is no synchronization by means of
events. As well, there is no state jump in this simple
exemple (there could be one if an object were
introduced into the tank to have a chemical
treatment).

The supervision model could be the following.
Only valve V0 is controled, thus, x1 is a first order
model and x2 a second order.
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Fig. 2: supervision model

3.1 Discrete part to continuous part actions
Places EADPi Variables actives, Vari

p1 (1), (2), (3) x1, x2, u
p2 (1), (2), (4) x1, x2, u

MPN marking gives the continuous evolutions of
the system. If place p1 contains 1 mark, equations (1)
and (2) are continuously integrated and equation (3)
is added to the model. If place p2 contains 1 mark,
equations (1) and (2) are continuously integrated and
equation (4) is added to the model.  In that particular
case, Var1 = Var2 = Var because the system is simple,
but it is not always the case. As well, the mixed Petri
net is made of only one kind of place. They model an
action from discrete part to continuous part when
EADPi   et Vari   .

3.2 Continuous part to discrete part actions
In that particular example, no equations are

associated with a marking, because the model is made
of only one MPN. But a set of equations AEPi is
associated with each place.

These active equations describe the continuous
evolutions associated with each configuration given
by a special place of the mixed petri net. TCi

calculation and firing times are realised from these
equations two.

Fig. 3: a/ timed evolution (x1 blue, x2 red ),
b/state space x2=f'(x1), Green, switching lines.
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As soon as the levels stay inside the switching lines,
the proposed supervision is accepted and is stable.
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Fig. 4. process with one cylinder tank and one two-
levels-cylinder tank

Algebro-differential equations of this system are the
following:
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The supervision model could be the following. The
discrete part of the model is divided in two, because
two differnt physical phenomena occur inside the
system: V0 supervision and tank 1 diameter change;
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Fig. 5: controlled dynamic change: V0 supervision
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Fig 6: autonomous dynamic change: tank shape

3.3 Discrete part to continuous part actions
Places EADPi   Variables actives, Vari

p1 (7), (8)             x2, u
p2 (7), (9)             x2, u
P3 (5),               x1
P4 (6)               x1

If
place p1 contains 1 mark, equations (7) and (8) are
continuously integrated and calculates the evolution
of level x2 when the system is emptying (u=0). If
place p2 contains 1 mark, equations (7) and (9) are
continuously integrated and calculates the evolution
of level x2 when the system is filling (u=1). In that
case, Var1  Var2  Var. If p3 contains 1 mark,
equation (5) is continuously integrated and calculates
the evolution of level x1 when this level is higher
than x1change. If p4 contains 1 mark, equation (6) is
continuously integrated and calculates the evolution
of level x1 when this level is less than x1change.

3.4 Continuous part to discrete part actions
In this second example either, no equations are

associated with a marking.
These active equations describe the continuous

evolutions associated with each configuration given
by a special place of the mixed petri net. TCi

calculation and firing times are realised from these
equations two.

4 Advandages and drawbacks
When the process behaviour can be represented by

a knowledge model, based on Differential Algebraic
Equations (DAE), this modelling and simulation
method is very well suited. The configuration
switches are represented with Petri nets and the
duration of activities is calculated very precisely from
the DA equations. In this example, there is neither
sequences nor synchronization between subprocesses
but only choices. Mixed Petri nets (MPN) would be
also well adapted to these more complex discrete
event aspects (for example, multiproducts multibatchs
systems).



If the process behaviour can not be described with
a knowledge model because of its complexity, this
method can be used only if the activities can be
represented only as a duration. In other words, in that
case, the process can be modelled by this way only if
it can be looked at as a discrete event process.

5 Conclusion
Mixed Petri nets have been defined in this paper.

This model is aimed to model hybrid dynamic systems
in order to validate their supervision by simulation.
The evolution rules are presented and illustrated on
two exemples pointing out different aspects of the
model. Simulation results are given for the first
example.
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